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540 pages showing actual pictures, technical data and
example pictures of more than 3,000 ready made forgings
steadily produced in our own factories and readily
available for delivery.

Photographs.
Art pages overprinted in gold.
Technical and explanatory drawings.
Pages of original historical research on wrought iron
production, from the Egyptians to present times.
Box with 4 general catalogues
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700 Pages full with photos, technical data, actual
applications on fences, grills, doors etc. of over
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A thousand photos tells of a job started thirty years
ago and grown overwhelmingly into the new
millennium, always with innovative and competitive
ideas to satisfy all new economic realties.
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Art. 3005/73
The catalogue summarizes
our 30.000 articles divided in
categories and enriched with
many applicative photos.
624 pages
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A components only format of “Ferrum Amantibus”,
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Gonzato Design 1 & 2 with parts organized by product
categories in a simplified layout. Used as a parts index,
this handbook is a useful addition to your catalogue library.
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CATALOGUES

The catalogue shows our wide Gonzato Design
production range, all designed and patented by
,QGLD6SDIRUDQHZZURXJKWLURQFRQFHSW
264 pages
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